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Abstract. The simulation of processes in production systems is a powerful tool for 
factory planning. The application of simulation methods within the Digital Factory 

is becoming increasingly relevant as developments in the field of digitalization lead 

to more comprehensive, efficient, embedded and cost-effective simulation methods. 
Especially the integration within a Digital Twin, allows these advantages to be 

achieved for simulations. Here, the Digital Twin can be utilized for prospective 

planning, analysis of existing systems or process-oriented monitoring. In all cases, 
the Digital Twin offers manufacturing companies room for improvement in 

production and logistics processes leading to cost savings. However, many 

companies do not apply the technology, because the generation of a Digital Twin is 
cost-, time- and resource-intensive and IT expertise is required. This paper presents 

an approach for generating a Digital Twin in the built environment automatically 

and for utilization in factory planning. The obstacles will be overcome by using a 
scan of the shop floor, subsequent object recognition, and predefined frameworks 

for factory planning within the Digital Twin. Here, the effort for scanning the 

production hall is additional, while the subsequent object recognition, the generation 
of the CAD model and the simulation model, as well as the factory planning can be 

to a great extent automated and therefore carried out with a minimum of effort. 

Therefore, considerable cost savings can be expected here, which more than offset 
the additional effort for scanning. 
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Introduction 

Since the digital factory has been recognized as a strategically competitive advantage by 

the industry, small and medium-sized enterprises as well as large companies are 

increasingly focusing on digital factory methods and tools [1]. In particular, simulation 

is a core element of the digital factory and is becoming more important as a result of 

developments in the area of digitalization [2]. In the field of production and logistics, 

simulation has been scientifically investigated and established for a long time [3][4][5]. 

Thus, it supports companies in optimizing logistical targets (e. g. with regard to 
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adherence to schedules, throughput times, and costs), as well as in the tasks of material 

flow planning [6][7]. 

Today, there are many fields of application for digital models of a production system 

in a discrete event simulation (DES), such as layout optimization in the shop floor, 

planning of factories and optimization of production processes. Nevertheless, current 

studies prove that the use of simulation models for production systems, referred to as 

Digital Twin, in small and medium-sized enterprises is still not standard [8]. The main 

reasons for this are non-transparent procurement costs, required IT expertise, 

unpredictable operating expenses and lack of knowledge regarding available simulation 

tools and application areas as well as the achievable benefits [8][9][10]. In order to 

overcome these obstacles, an approach is introduced here, which allows a preferably 

automated generation of a Digital Twin by an intelligent workflow. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 1 provides an insight 

into literature review, followed by section 2, where the parameters for the Digital Twin 

are discussed. A new concept for simulation modeling and factory planning is described 

in section 3. The results are presented in section 4, followed by conclusions and outlook 

in section 5. 

1. Background 

Industry 4.0, cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) and the Internet of Things (IoT) 

are current focusses in automation and data exchange in manufacturing, arising from the 

rapid increase in capabilities in information and communication technologies and the 

ubiquitous internet. A key enabler for the advances promised by CPPS is the concept of 

a Digital Twin, which is the virtual representation of a real-world entity, or the physical 

twin. An important step towards the success of Industry 4.0 is the establishment of 

practical reference architectures. An architecture for such a Digital Twin, which enables 

the exchange of data and information between a remote emulation or simulation and the 

physical twin is presented. The architecture comprises different layers, including a local 

data layer, an IoT Gateway layer, cloud-based databases and a layer containing 

emulations and simulations. The architecture can be implemented in new and legacy 

production facilities, with a minimal disruption of current installations. This architecture 

provides a service-based and real-time enabled infrastructure for vertical and horizontal 

integration. An intelligent workflow is an important means for implementation of such 

infrastructures [11]. 

By using a Digital Twin, enterprises from different fields are taking advantage of its 

ability to simulate real-time working conditions and perform intelligent decision-making, 

where a cost-effective solution can be readily delivered to meet individual stakeholder 

demands. Most approaches today lack a comprehensive review to examine Digital Twin 

benefits by considering both engineering product lifecycle management and business 

innovation as a whole. The systematic review further identifies eight future perspectives 

for Digital Twin, including modular Digital Twin, modeling consistency and accuracy, 

incorporation of Big Data analytics in Digital Twin models, Digital Twin simulation 

improvements, VR integration into Digital Twin, expansion of Digital Twin domains, 

efficient mapping of cyber-physical data and cloud/edge computing integration [12]. 

Factory planning is a complex process chain which involve several teams and 

individuals. The collaboration of various persons with different points of view can lead 

to conflicts and misunderstandings due to, for instance, differences among domains' 
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vocabulary. One solution to solve this problem is to formalize the technical terms of each 

domain and to create correspondences among concepts defined within each domain. This 

can be achieved by defining an ontology of the domains. An ontology allows to represent 

concepts and relationships between these concepts that can be used to both infer implicit 

knowledge and to check the consistency of the domain definition by resorting to an 

inference engine [13]. 

Beside collaboration, another key factor in modern product design is the ability to 

reuse existing knowledge in design, products or processes. In this scope, one major 

change during the last years is the democratisation of Knowledge-Based Engineering 

(KBE). KBE is a large field at the crossroads of Computer-Aided Design (CAD), process 

planning, factory planning, artificial intelligence and programming [13]. A cross-domain, 

downstream approach promises most benefits. 

Knowledge-based engineering templates are intelligent models or features that are 

able to store design intent as well as product and process knowledge. This can then 

restitute the knowledge by adapting them to design contexts, i. e. environments where 

the template is used, such as a car assembly model or a wing model. The following terms 

are often used: intelligent template or object-oriented template [13]. Templates can be 

used both for the automation and synchronization of processes. 

A process template represents a structured sequence of tasks related to the CAD-

system elements based on the underlying business process which significantly exceeds 

the border of the design process. A CAD-based process template controls the information 

flow between the CAD elements and triggers multiple actions based on user interaction 

or dedicated events, e. g. instantiation of other templates. A process chain template 

extends this scope to connect different domains (e. g. design to manufacturing) which is 

important in context of Digital Twin [14]. A template is able to store comprehensive, 

complete information about the evolution of the formal problem modeling and the 

corresponding auxilary data. 

Templates can be used in the assembly modeling of complex products, where it is 

not unusual facing an explosive growth of assembly relations, or called combination 

explosion. Through integrating object-oriented methods with the knowledge template 

based modeling, it is possible to deal with the complexity of the assemblies of large-scale 

products. As such, the templates with various assembly relations can be defined for 

complex products; constitutive parts or subassemblies in a product structure are defined 

as object classes; their features can be encapsulated, and defined or modified freely via 

the parameters of object classes to meet the requirements of a specific instance. This 

method supports reusing knowledge and simplifying assembly modeling of complex 

products such as aero-engines [15]. 

The generation and instantitation of intelligent process templates set several strict 

pre-requisites to process constituents: clear process definition [16], proper data structure 

[17], high data quality [18], high-level interface [19], deep modularization [20], and a 

stable and reliable control environment [21]. Furthermore, a template must be maintained 

over a long period of time and can become subject of intellectual property theft [22]. The 

main gains of template use are the process acceleration, lower operating costs, improved 

traceability and error avoidance. 

A particular challenge consists of generation of a Digital Twin in a built environment 

where the necessary data are not available and must be acquired either from physical 

object or analog documents. With the regard to a previous publication [23], where the 

approach for automated object recognition is described, we will concentrate here to the 
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last step: acquisition of models in the planning step by using a high-level process 

automation by intelligent workflow. 

2. Generation of a Digital Twin 

To generate a Digital Twin as automatically as possible, the method presented here 

applies fast scans of the shop floor and subsequent object recognition using artificial 

intelligence algorithms. Here, the production layout (e. g. size and location of objects) 

and production logics, such as machine types and transport routes, are captured 

automatically and mapped to scale in digital simulation models. For efficiently 

generating a Digital Twin, three different input sources can be distinguished, as shown 

in Figure 1 [24]: 

� Group A parameters is obtained directly from a scan (e. g. machine geometries). 

Different scanning methods, such as laser scanning or photogrammetry, are 

utilized here. 

� Group B parameters require additional object recognition (e. g. machine types). 

To record these parameters, a reference database of Computer-Aided Design 

(CAD) models is necessary in addition to the production scan. A matching of 

the scanned object with the CAD models of the reference database provides the 

required input parameters for the Digital Twin.  

� Group C parameters, contrary to the others, cannot be captured generically or 

automatically. They are determined on a company-specific basis (e. g. machine 

times). Appropriate forms are developed for the acquisition of this parameter 

group, so that a survey of typical parameters can be carried out and this process 

can be performed with the least possible effort. 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the automated generation of the Digital Twin [24] 

 

For the defined parameter groups, specific data is required. The parameter definition 

is derived from factory planning, especially material flow planning, investment planning, 

and capacity planning, in order to consider their requirements and to narrow down the 

subject matter. Thus, long-term planning processes and analyses of the existing system 

are both considered, this wide-raging selection is suitable as a basis to generally 

determine the required parameters. Objects such as machine tools, workstations, workers, 

conveyors, and load carriers must be built into the simulation model. In order to 
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recognize and create these objects sufficiently for the Digital Twin, the three parameter 

groups mentioned above are used. For each object, there are different parameters that are 

relevant for the simulation model. This will be shown in more detail in the following 

example.  

First, the parameters that can be obtained directly by the scanning process are 

determined. For the object “machine tools”, these parameters consist mainly of the 

spatial information. Since the simulation model is not able to process detailed CAD data, 

the dimensions of the bounding box are used as an acceptable simplification. Further 

useful parameters are spatial relations to other objects of the production system. 

For the second group of parameters an object detection is connected. By a similarity 

analysis of the spatial information with an external database, further information can be 

added to the model. Object recognition makes the stored information available for the 

Digital Twin. For the example of machine tools, different data can thus be provided. In 

general, all generic properties of machine tools are conceivable, such as power, 

machining area or capacity. This procedure can be applied to machine tools, as well as 

to other objects, such as workstations or transport equipment, to store comprehensive 

information in the external database and thus provide it to the Digital Twin.  

The third parameter group, the company-specific data, cannot be captured with a 

scan and subsequent object recognition. For the consideration of machine tools, this 

group includes: The link logic to upstream and downstream processes or machines, 

processing, setup, distribution and recovery times, setup information, downtimes and 

their distribution, shift calendars and availability times. Additionally, specifics of the 

respective simulation software may have to be determined, e. g. classifications of the 

resource type or reference periods for statistical recording. While the first two parameter 

groups can be recorded nearly automatically, the third group requires manual effort. By 

developing forms and interviews, this process can still be made efficient. It is also 

examined to what extent standardized interfaces to IT systems can be pre-defined in order 

to access company-specific data.  

A total of 321 parameters for the Digital Twin were identified and a parameter group 

was assigned to each of them. In addition, a description of the parameter, a label for the 

data transmission, whether it is a mandatory entry, a data type, the requirement for 

updating or continuous recording and an assignment to the described use cases were 

compiled for documentation purposes. With this, it is possible to develop a data interface 

to a simulation software to automatically generate a model, which will be further 

described in the following. 

The approach for an automatic generation of a Digital Twin consists of three 

fundamental steps: 

1. Scanning the production system to obtain a point cloud 

2. Modelling with the objective of creating a mock-up 

3. Simulation modelling for the generation of a Digital Twin 

Figure 2 shows an overview of the approach by integrating the three steps mentioned 

above into a data model. Here it becomes apparent how the three parameter groups relate 

to the three process steps. A detailed description can be found in [24]. For step 1 a 

detailed point cloud can be generated by laser scanning. Here, the further processing 

through object recognition and the subsequent modelling up to the Digital Twin gains a 

sufficient basis. Further information on the scanning process was published in [23]. The 

modelling, step 2, needs to be heavily supported by object recognition to save time and 

effort. To achieve this, a database is required, in which CAD models of suspected objects 
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are stored. Scalability is an important requirement for this approach, because 

theoretically each of the infinite built objects needs to be recognised. Further object 

parameters are stored in an external database and provided for the last step. The technical 

procedure and a description of the algorithms used are presented in [25]. In step 3 this 

information is used for the simulation modelling of the Digital Twin. An interface is used 

in order to retain the class structure when transferring information from CAD to the 

simulation software. The expert knowledge and the company-specific information of the 

production system need to be acquired by forms or expert interviews and inserted in the 

simulation modelling process. It is also conceivable that data could be taken directly 

from IT systems. This third step will be discussed in more detail below. 

Production 
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Hierarchical database 
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Further information in 

an external database

ID
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Simulation 
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Object recognition
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Figure 2: Overview of the overall process 

3. Simulation modelling 

The simulation modelling receives as an input the model data from the object recognition, 

in particular the spatial information of the object as well as the specific properties of the 

objects. For this purpose, a format is required that distinguishes between objects, that 

means that it is object-oriented, platform-independent, and is open-source, so that an 

adaptation to the concrete requirements can be carried out. This format is provided by 

the XML schema and is therefore used for the project [26]. Accordingly, the input is 

transmitted in an XML file. 

Two cases can be distinguished here: On the one hand, the XML file can be 

generated directly from the object recognition process. This approach is applied in the 

project, because it allows to achieve the highest performance, without additional manual 

affort, and to avoid transmission errors. On the other hand, the XML file can also be 

generated by exporting the CAD model. This approach was also developed in the project, 

but at this point there remain the mentioned performance and transmission problems. 

However, this second procedure still has its justification, since the simulation modelling 

can be used with already existing CAD models. 

XML is a format that allows data to be stored in text files in a structured manner 

[26]. In the present case the XML format was used as CAEX. This format specification 

provides requirements for the structure of the XML file. For the presented each data item 

of the XML file represent an object in the model. Here a distinction is made between the 
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input parameters already described, such as machines, conveyors or transport equipment. 

Every item is assigned attributes. These attributes can be different for various objects, 

depending on the properties of the objects. For example, processing time can be stored 

for machines, while for a conveyor belt the length is stored in the XML file. However, it 

is also possible to store the same attributes for both example objects mentioned. For 

example, the locations in the model are transferred here in X and Y coordinates. 

Step through the lines of the table “Import“

Select the suitable case for the current type 

Start of the method

Import all Data from XML to table “Import“

Input of the production schedule

Automatic determination of successor relationships

End of the method

Machine Conveyor ... else

Specific 

generation of the 

object “machine“

Further semi-automatic generation processes

Specific 

generation of the 

object “conveyor“

Specific 

generation for 

other define 

objects

Further manual 

processing

Placing the object 

in the model

Placing the object 

in the model

Placing the object 

in the model

Input of the products and work plans

Automatic adaptation of the model

 

Figure 3: Representation of the simulation modelling process with a Nassi-Shneiderman diagram 

The import of the XML file to the simulation software is structured in such a way 

that all values from the XML file are first written into an internal table of the simulation 

software. This procedure is useful because it reduces the calculation time. In the program 

code, this import is autarkic to the model creation. The internal table in the simulation 

software corresponds to the structure of the XML file, i.e. all attributes correspond to 

columns and the single objects are listed line by line. 

The model construction is carried out by an autarkic method, too. For this, the 

internal table created by the import is step by step run through. Each line corresponds to 

an object of the model, so that a simulation module is generated here in each case. In the 

first step, a case analysis is carried out, which depends on which object type is given. 

This means that a different generation process is carried out for a machine object type 

than for a means of conveyor, for example. This corresponds to the differently stored 

parameters, as mentioned above. In a second step, a part of the model is then generated 

for each object. For this purpose, the item data is first used to place the object. This data 

must be scaled to the size of the simulation model surface. Then the specific data is added 

to the generated module. As already mentioned, these differ depending on the type of 

object. 
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Once the method has been completed, a rudimentary model is obtained. User input 

or a export from other IT-Systems, for example from a manufacturing execution system 

(MES), is required for further automated generation steps. For example, an additional 

method has been developed that implements predecessor and successor relationships in 

the model based on the production schedule. For this, however, the production schedule 

is required first, which cannot be determined by the scan and the subsequent object 

recognition. In order to design this process as efficiently as possible, predefined tables 

have been stored in the model, which can be filled either with minimum effort by experts 

of the production system or by a defined export. Figure 3 summarises the process again. 

By the end of the method or the connected methods after user input, a conditionally 

operable simulation model is obtained, which can be extended to a Digital Twin. 

After the simulation model has been built, factory planning measures can be applied. 

In the approach presented here, these are also predefined and can be executed with a 

minimum of manual effort. For example, the value stream of the products can be 

displayed directly in a Sankey diagram. In this case, only the interpretation by experts is 

an additional manual effort. Another example is the bottleneck analysis, which can also 

be performed automatically. Here the bottleneck station is identified by considering the 

proportion of value added in relation to the waiting proportion. These values are 

generated by a simulation run. In this context, further examples of measures in factory 

planning are investment planning, inventory management and layout planning. 

4. Results 

The procedure shown was applied in an example scenario. The following section 

summarizes the most important findings. 

The export method, with which the creation of the XML file can be performed 

automatically, was programmed in a macro for SolidWorks. It is open source and can be 

therefore downloaded from [27]. The macro is written with the Visual Basic for 

Applications (VBA) programming language and must be triggered manually in 

SolidWorks while a model is open. The XML file is the direct result of the macro. An 

XML file in CAEX format is available, which contains the objects of the model and their 

attributes as explained. The import was implemented in the software Plant Simulation. 

Here an internal program function was used to transfer the internal table with the data 

from the XML file. Such predefined commands are often found in other simulation 

software, which again emphasizes the advantage of using XML. The program code for 

generating the model is also published and can be found in [28]. 

As only one example scenario has been carried out at present, it is not possible to 

specify what effort can be saved by the method. However, it can be concluded that the 

effort for scanning the production hall is additional. This can take one to two working 

days, depending on the size of the hall. The subsequent object recognition, the generation 

of the CAD model, the export from the CAD software respectively the import into the 

simulation software and the first rudimentary model generation can be automated and 

therefore carried out with a minimum of effort. The subsequent finalization of the 

simulation model is supported by further automation and predefined templates 

respectively interfaces. Therefore, considerable cost savings can be expected here, which 

more than offset the additional effort for scanning. 
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5. Conclusions and Outlook 

The article presented here has shown how the generation of a Digital Twin can be 

achieved efficiently and with several automated steps. It was explained how required 

input parameters were derived from the targeted use cases. Afterwards the whole process 

was explained in detail. This novel process reduces the effort to generate a Digital Twin, 

so that the utilization can be beneficial for a multitude of companies, in particular SMEs. 

Our focus was set on three of the aforementioned eight future perspectives for 

Digital Twin: modular Digital Twin, modeling consistency and accuracy, and Digital 

Twin simulation improvements. At first, we have divided the DT into several modules 

according to the factory structure, thereby achieving greater interchangeability and 

repeatability.  

By generating and using pre-made CAD models of the machines and the devices 

from a library, the highest requirements for model consistency, quality and accuracy 

could be met, which are comparable with the remastering of the CAD models. 

Furthermore, this approach opens the door for a cooperation with the manufacturers of 

the factory equipment and the vendors of object libraries as well. 

The use of intelligent templates on the one hand achieved a high degree of 

automation and on the other hand created the possibility of expanding the simulation 

environment (e.g. ergonomic studies). 

Finally, a clear process definition combined with a high-level interface facilitates a 

stable and reliable control environment. Based on an highly accurate object recognition, 

our approach provides a significant process acceleration, improved traceability and error 

avoidance at lower operating costs. 

In addition to the technical extensions, the procedure must be validated in further 

applications. Only then can it be finally determined how much effort can be saved by 

applying the procedure. 
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